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MagBytes; the fine print 
This is a free New Zealand subscriber email info magazine from the NZ Apple news and info site mac-nz.com.
MagBytes tells you what’s happening and what’s new in the world of Apple every month, compiled from Mac NZ. 
Learn tips and how to do interesting things with your Macs and iDevices, and how to get more out of them. 
MagBytes is brought to you by Mark Webster, onetime editor of NZ Macguide magazine and a long-time trainer and commentator on Apple and the world of technology. 
Mark wrote about Apple for a worldwide audience on the New Zealand Herald under the title ‘Apple Watch’ (2009-2014) and at his Mac NZ Apple info site. You can store your issues of 
MagBytes on your HD, Thumb Drive or on CD/DVD, read it on screen, or even just drag it to iTunes (or to iBooks, from Mavericks) to have it appear on your iPhone and iPad (inside iBooks) 
next time you sync. Or print it out, even – and please feel free to pass MagBytes on. 
MagBytes is free to receive and you can opt out any time by sending an email here with ‘opt out’ in the subject line. The email list is guarded and private and held by Mac NZ for this purpose 
only. Find out more about the MagBytes Apple newsletter online (click on Mac NZ MagBytes Newsletter at top right).

August 2016  
•2——Mac News ~ Wozniak, 

Cook, Mac sales, Typoman, 
OneNote importer, Stores no 

more, Seinfeld, green power, tax, 
Microsoft leaks decryption 
•4——Updates ~ ArtRage, 

Parallels, augmented reality, 
Corel Painter, new betas  

•5——Mac Help ~  
Around New Zealand 

•6—— iOS & iDevice news ~ 
Apple Pay Australia, Deus Ex Go, 

Redbooth, Intel ARM, Office apps, 
Total War, Siri tweaked 

•8——Apple & Talk ~ Shooting at 
the moon, and model confusion 

•11——Tips & Tricks ~ Mac OS 
Mail attachments, iDevice Home 

Button, Mail for Mac and iOS, 
Instant Alpha, and iPhone medley 
•16——Shiny & New ~ AnyTune 

slows music down for learning 
& Scrivener, the serious word 

processor for iPad

Monthly NZ newsletter of  things Apple for your edification and delectationMagBytes
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Mac News Wozniak talks about Cook ~ Mac sales ~ Typoman ~ OneNote importer

Wozniak approves of  Cook
Steve Wozniak said “I am very happy with the way 
Apple is going,” he said at a media roundtable on 
Wednesday in Singapore as part of Paypal FinTech 
Xchange 2016. “When Steve Jobs died there was a 
tendency for a lot of people to say, ‘Oh no, Apple has 
lost a key force and will be in decline and won’t be 
innovative.’ I said wait for a couple of years, don’t be 
judgmental.” 
Steve Wozniak built the first-ever Apple computer and 
co-founded the company with steve Jobs in 1977. He’s 
on his way to talk in New Zealand. 

New MacBook Pro may reignite Mac sales
With a MacBook Pro expected in the next couple of 
months, RBC Capital Markets analyst Amit Daryanani 
believes a trend of year-over-year Mac revenue declines 
in three consecutive quarters is set to reverse.

Typoman: Revised is on Steam for Mac
Brainseed Factory has announced that Typoman: 
Revised is now live on Steam for Macs and PCs. A free 
demo version is also available. The game is priced at 
US$14.99 with a 20% off it’s first week of launch.

Microsoft OneNote Evernote Importer
When Evernote changed its free service this month 
to support only two devices, Microsoft OneNote 
suddenly looked like a great alternative. The problem 
was getting all of your Evernote content moved into 
OneNote, at least for Mac users. Microsoft fixed that 
problem with its new Evernote to OneNote importer 

61 Hurstmere Road, Takapuna 09 486 1493

Authorised to service iPod, 
iPad and Mac

www.istorenz.com

Enhancing Your Apple Experience

Scan QR Code to quickly 
get in touch with iStore

More news: www.mac-nz.com
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Mac News Apple Stores no more ~ Apple and the environment ~ Seinfeld ~ tax

for OS X, which is free, just like OneNote.

Apple Stores now just Apple
The public might continue to use the old 
phrasing, but Apple has officially dropped 
the term ‘Store’ from its worldwide 
retail locations, visitors to the company’s 
website have noticed. The individual 
webpages for each shop now simply 
mention the company and the outlet’s 
official name. Apple Store The Domain, for 
example, is now Apple The Domain. and 
the global flagship in New York City has 
been renamed Apple Fifth Avenue.
[New Zealand does not have any Apple Stores 
– ie, Stores actually owned by Apple – just 
Licensed Resellers – ie, those with licenses 
to sell Apple Products. These include iStore, 
Übertec, Yoobee and some big electronics 
chains.]

Browse Jerry Seinfeld’s Mac
The Mac on Jerry’s desk in the iconic 
sitcom Seinfeld was little more than a set 
dressing, so viewers had to imagine what 
was on that computer ... until now. The 
clever crew at extremelygoodshit.com 
made a virtual version of Jerry’s Mac you 
can explore in your web browser, complete 
with important documents, Jerry’s Web 
history (toothbrush STDs, anyone?), and 
more. If you check out Jerry’s Mac at 

work be sure to drop your volume or use 
headphones because a Seinfeld-ish theme 
plays when the page first loads.

Apple-environment-China
The company’s assembly sites are keeping 
waste out of landfills, and its suppliers 
are moving toward renewable energies 
Apple steps up its environmental efforts 
in China.

Apple in Top 30 green power 
Apple is among the Top 30 Tech & 
Telecom list as compiled by the US 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). 
The list represents the largest green 
power users among technology and 
telecommunications partners within the 
Green Power Partnership. The combined 
green power use of these organizations 
amounts to nearly 10.6 billion kilowatt-
hours annually, which is equivalent to the 
electricity use of nearly 968,000 average 

American homes 
annually.

Apple & US tax
Apple CEO Tim 
Cook has struck 
back at critics of the 
company’s strategy 
to avoid paying US 
taxes, saying he 
would not bring 
that money back 
from abroad unless 
there was a “fair 
rate.” [This from the 
company that thinks 
no tax is ‘fair’ while 
everyone else pays 
their taxes, fair or 
not. You’ve really lost 
me on this one, Tim.]

Encryption
Microsoft 
has expertly 
demonstrated the 
foolhardy nature 
of backdoors 
even existing by 
accidentally leaking 
a so-called ‘golden 
key.’

mailto:mac.nz%40me.com?subject=From%20MagBytes
mailto:mac.nz%40me.com?subject=From%20MagBytes
https://www.macobserver.com/cool-stuff-found/microsoft-releases-onenote-evernote-importer-mac
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Parallels Desktop 12 for Mac
Virtualisation software Parallels has issued its latest release, 
Parallels Desktop 12 for Mac, with a host of new features 
including support for Apple’s upcoming macOS Sierra, a 
standalone Toolbox app and performance improvements. 
Gamers get support for the Windows 10 Xbox app for streaming 
and playing Xbox games, and they can even play Blizzard’s hit 
game Overwatch.

Apple into augmented reality 
Apparently it’s big news that Apple is working 
on augmented reality projects – or more 
accurately, Apple CEO Tim Cook stripped away 
enough of his code-speak and made it very 
clear his company is seriously pursuing AR technology. 
To be clear, Cook said Apple is working on AR-related projects 
and he sees that as a big business opportunity. It’s also 
something Cook has said before, although this time it’s more 
succinct. [Personally, I am working on what I call ‘Pokemon – no!’]

ArtRage painting program for Mac
ArtRage for Mac OS X, for US$49.90, 
allows you to begin painting without 
having to learn complex digital tools. 
Your digital kit behaves like real world 
equivalents. 
Because of this, you can use techniques 
you have already developed in your 
years of painting. Frank Petrie writes 
“If you’re a longtime painter, I think 
that the price is more than fair for an 
app that provides you with such an 

Updates Parallels 12 ~ Augmented Reality ~ ArtRage ~ Corel Painter ~ new betas

unbelievable amount of customization and control.” (Bottom of 
page: ‘iCONography’ by Sav Scatola, known around the web as 
‘Boxy’.

Corel Painter 2017
Corel Painter has a long history of serving fine artists, illustrators, 
comic and manga mavens, and photographers, and every year the 
company conjures up new features and enhancements to dazzle 

the faithful. 
Corel Painter 17, released 
yesterday, comes across with 
some innovative brush actions 
and new gradient tools and 
advanced interfaces. It costs 

NZ$539 and there are free trials of Corel software here.

New public and developer betas of  iOS 10
Apple has released the 10th sixth public beta and seventh 
development beta of iOS 10. The finished version is due this fall.

mailto:mac.nz%40me.com?subject=From%20MagBytes
mailto:mac.nz%40me.com?subject=From%20MagBytes
http://www.macobserver.com/news/apple-were-seriously-into-augmented-reality
http://www.appleworld.today/blog/2016/8/10/this-mac-s-x-app-is-artrage-ious
https://www.artrage.com/artist-feature-sav-scatola/
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Apple’s official support pages are 
comprehensive and cover all aspects of 
Apple hardware and software – it’s here.
Also try Intro to the Mac and How Tos.
AppleCare: If you need your Mac fixed, 
look for an Apple licenced repair centre. 
People often ask me if they should buy 
AppleCare with their devices. Every new 
Mac has a one-year warranty and 90 days 
free phone support. AppleCare extends 
this all out to three years. Under NZ 
law, you are covered by the Consumer 
Guarantees Act against anything going 
wrong that comes down to parts failure 
within reasonable expectations (say, inside 
three years’ use), but be prepared to spend 
anxious time on the phone, sticking to 
your guns to get it fixed. 
However, this absolutely does pay off.
AppleCare is expensive, depending on the 
device, but it’s a replacement policy which 
covers you anywhere in the world. 
If you travel and you want full reassurance, 
and you can afford it, AppleCare is superb.

Mac Senior Net — ready to help
If you are aged 55 years or better and you 
use an Apple computer or device, Mac 
Senior Net is a wonderful resource.

Christchurch: With nearly 600 
members, this very active Apple-
focussed group covers Christchurch with 
a dedicated lab – and caters to the city’s 
surrounds by running iPad sessions in 
rest homes. This is a large, well-run and 
successful group.
 
Auckland: Mac Senior Net Auckland 
provides on-going Apple Mac and iDevice 
knowledge to help competency, learnt 
alongside others in similar situations. 
The Auckland Club holds monthly 
meetings in Howick, Bayswater and 
Remuera and provides lessons and talks 
very reasonably. Go to MSN Ak’s web page 
or email Marion Moffat.
Handy Absolute Beginners’ courses are also 
available at SeniorNet, including for iPads.
Eden Roskill — This Auckland branch has 
an Apple Group that meets on the second 
Monday of every month at 487 Dominion 
Rd in the Mt Eden Senior Citizen Rooms, 
opposite Potter’s Park in Balmoral. There 
are several courses for Apple users (Mac, 
iPhone and iPad) as numbers warrant. To 
join, call Janet 09 828 3098

Mac & iDevice training in 
Auckland 
You’re getting MagBytes and may be 
following my weekly Friday tips on Mac NZ 
– but I sometimes run Grey Lynn Sessions 
in Auckland (click on Training). This is the 
cheapest way to learn, at $40 per session 
in a friendly, group environment. 
Please email if you are interested in 
attending, as I only book a room when I 
can guarantee five attendees. 
The sessions are friendly, open to 
questions at all times and are backed up by 
‘tip sheet’ handouts. 
I can and do train one-to-one or to small 
groups at your home or workplace in 
Auckland. This costs $95/hour. 
I can present to institutions on Mac and 
iDevice: tips, tricks, hidden features, 
demystification ...Email Mark for info.

Mac diagnostics
Your Mac has various diagnostic tools and 
routines available. If you think things are 
going awry, check the Help page on Mac 
NZ (click on Help at the top).

Mac help in the North 
Dave Boswell has been a reseller in 
Whangarei for 20 years and can assist. 
MacNorth Computers 09 433 9855,  
027 490 2332, or email Dave Boswell.

Mac Help Apple assistance, Consumer Guarantees Act, help, support

Papakura — Mac Interest Group meets 
every 1st, 3rd and 4th week of the month 
9.30 to Noon. An iPad Interest Group 
meets every 3rd Tuesday at 1pm
An “Introduction to iPad” course run on 
demand.

mailto:mac.nz%40me.com?subject=From%20MagBytes
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iDevice news

Logitech ad

Apple Pay & Aussie banks 
The Australian Competition and 
Consumer Commission (ACCC), 
Australia’s anti-trust regulator, says 
it won’t grant the country’s three 
biggest banks interim approval to 
collectively negotiate with Apple 
Inc to install their own electronic 
payments applications on iPhones, 
reports Reuters.

Deus Ex Go
Square Enix’s third Go game follows 
the strong blueprint of Lara Croft 
and Hitman. This is another clever 
mobile take on one of its enduring 
game franchises: Deus Ex. 
Just released on the App Store, 
Deus Ex Go builds upon the two 
previous games while bringing in 
the long-running series’ cybernetic 
flavor in the form of hacking and 
newly-added story elements. (It 
costs NZ$7.49/US$4.99.)

Redbooth for Apple TV
Redbooth, an all-in-one project 
management and collaboration 
platform, has launched its new 
Apple TV app designed to leverage 
the power of the platform to 
encourage group discussion, 

Apple Pay & Australia ~ Deus Ex Go ~ Redbooth on Apple TV

mailto:mac.nz%40me.com?subject=From%20MagBytes
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iDevice news Intel gets ARM license ~ Office apps ~ Total War ~ Siri & Go

collaboration and planning around the 
screens in offices and homes from lesson 
planning and backlog prioritisation 
meetings to trip planning and a 
wedding countdown.

Intel has new ARM License
Apple Processor with Apple might 
have a new source for manufacturing 
the company’s Ax line of ARM 
processors: Intel. Bloomberg 
reported that Intel has licensed the 
right to make ARM processors, which 
is an interesting development for 
both Apple and Intel.

Rome: Total War for iPad
Feral Interactive has announced it is 
bringing Rome: Total War to the iPad. 
This classic game mixes turn-based 
play and real-time strategy battles. 
Your cities matter, and commanders 
count. They have different strengths 
and weaknesses, and not only affect 
your economy, they can make or break 
a battle. Even the way you deploy your 

troops matters. It will be released this 
northern autumn [New Zealand’s spring] 
and pricing hadn’t yet been announced. 

Two of the games expansions have been 
pre-announced for iPad, too: ROME: Total 
War – Barbarian Invasion and ROME: Total 
War – Alexander. 
Here’s the trailer.

Microsoft updates Office apps
Over half a year after adding Apple 
Pencil support to Office for the iPad Pro, 

Microsoft has just added a 
similar feature for written 
annotations to the suite’s core 
iPhone apps. 
The new drawing tab lets 
people use a finger or stylus 
to mark up a document. Users 
can select from an eraser tool, 
a highlighter, or a pen, with 
thickness and colour controls. 
Powerpoint users can draw 
directly on slides, and in 
Excel, cells can now contain 
annotations as well as data.

Siri adds joke Pokemon 
Go queries
Apple has updated the Siri 
response database with some 

light-hearted remarks for users asking 
about the wildly popular Pokémon Go 
mobile game.
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apple&talk Apple and shooting for the Moon (what new hardware is expected?)

After Apple’s Worldwide Developer 
Conference in June this year, with no 
product announcements, everyone has 
been waiting with increasing impatience 
for new products from Apple. 
Probably iPhone 7, probably (after four 
long years) a new redesigned and properly 
refreshed MacBook Pro. 
Possibly Watch 2, possibly … it gets vaguer 
after here. The Mac Pro could do with 
some love too, but Apple’s unlikely to 
release too many things at once. I mean, 
it’s possible, as Apple has the resources 
to, crikey, build a station on the moon if it 
really wants to.
But  that’s one thing I don’t expect to be 
announced.
On the boring front,  iOS 10 and macOS 
Sierra are on the way. I’ve seen the betas 
of these and they offer improvements 
and refinements, but hardly great leaps – 
which is why I said ‘boring’. I mean, Siri on 
Mac? I don’t use Siri on iDevice. I’m sure 
some people do, but who are they? To me 
it’s a brilliant gimmick. I only ever use it 
when I show people. They say ‘Wow!’ too, 
but I really doubt they go away and use it.

iPhone 7 — The rumours about this have 
been all over the place. Even the leaked 
pictures of possible cases vary widely. You 
have to wonder if Apple has been stealthily 

adding to the confusion here. But almost 
certainly, the camera will be better. I say 
this as the camera has been improved in 
pretty much every prime release of iPhone, 
and even between some prime and ‘s’ 
version iPhones, this has happened.
Maybe it will get Pencil support, as 
why not? However, for me, the whole 
point of computers and devices is so I 
wouldn’t have to use a pen or pencil, 
partly because I can’t draw and partly 
because my handwriting is so awful, even 
I can’t read it. But that’s just me: plenty 

would find that useful, and iPad Pro 
certainly supports it well. But as other 
commentators have pointed out, next 
year is the 10th anniversary of iPhone, and 
that’s when a truly groundbreaking new 
iPhone could be expected, rather than this 
year.

iOS 10 gets rid of the swipe to unlock 
gesture (boy, is it hard to retrain your 
fingers here!). Unlocking now is a second 
press of the Home button. These will 
therefore wear out quicker, so they need 

Image from space.com
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apple&talk
some engineering anyway. Perhaps that’s 
why there are rumours of haptic feedback, 
as in the trackpad of the MacBook. Apple’s 
in that realm already, and is sure to expand 
that into other Macs, so why not?

Apple Watch 2 — The limitations of 
the current, initial Apple Watch are: 
dependency on your iPhone to do the real 
processing, and general slowness and lag. 
It seems obvious a new version would 
improve on these two points as Apple’s 
engineers get better at smaller/faster, 
which has always been their forté. The 
promised new watchOS will place more 
demands on the hardware, so it will have 
to be better. How much better? We can’t 
know yet.  But to me, the Watch isn’t truly 
useful yet, so I don’t have one.
Speculation elsewhere talks about GPS 
radio and a built-in barometer, but I don’t 
know. In my experience, these ‘well-
connected analysts’ are living in the same 
informational vacuums that we all exist 
in, when it comes to Apple, despite their 
protestations to the contrary. 
But I guess we’ll see.

MacBook Pro — As I’ve said before, it’s 
likely a new MacBook Pro will have some 
of the features debuted in the MacBook: 
a slimmer design partly thanks to a new 

screen hinge, a bigger high-tech trackpad 
(like that of the MacBook, pictured), but 
hopefully a decent array of ports, or pro 
users simply won’t buy them. Along with 
this, better battery tech, a faster latest-
gem Intel CPU, and hopefully excellent 
graphics cards.

And in future? Some analysts believe in 
a  seismic sentiment change regarding the 
upcoming iPhone 7. It’s possible the hype 
surrounding the next iPhone. number 8, 

will be ‘unbearable’, since if it emerged in 
2017, it would mark the tenth anniversay 
of the iPhone’s introduction. 
Well, that’s an opinion. I’m not sure what 
exactly will reverse the last year’s declines 
in Apple’s sales. Meanwhile, of course. 
hundreds of others continue predicting 
Apple’s imminent demise.

Why doesn’t this matter? Because people 
have always been predicting Apple’s 
demise, since Apple was founded in 1977. 

The new trackpad design that will probably end up in the new MacBook Pro (Image from Apple Inc’s MacBook page)

Apple and shooting for the Moon (continued)
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apple&talk
Do you get the impression Apple is 
busily renaming things rather than 
issuing new products? 
Granted, we know new products are 
coming, and this may contribute to us 
having less patience, but there are a lot 
of Apple products out there already, 
compared to ten years ago, so things 
are confusing enough already: we have 
the Mac mini, iMac, Mac Pro, MacBook, 
MacBook Air, MacBook Pro, and then 
the iDevices: Apple Watch, iPhone SE, 
iPhone 5, iPhone 5c, iPhone 6, iPhone 6 
Plus, iPhone 6s, iPhone 6s Plus, iPad Air 
2 and the two iPad Pro iPads. Shortly we 
might get iPhone 7 and 7 Plus, and who 
knows what the new MacBook Pro will be 
called? I constantly have people earnestly 
describing to me their Mac Air, their iTouch 
and their iWatch as it is.

So far, Apple hasn’t even been able to get 
the message across as to what its products 
are named. I had one woman call me on 
the advice of a colleague as she was having 
a struggle with her computer. She was so 
confused (she’d been issued a Mac at work 
and had been a PC user; switching isn’t 
always as easy as we’d like to pretend) but 
when I asked what Mac she was using, she 
didn’t know. In the end, I had to have her 
hunt for an Apple logo to make sure it was 

actually a Mac at all. I know ‘understated’ 
is Apple’s design ethos, but has that 
morphed into ‘under-known’?

As John Kheit says over at the Mac 
Observer, “Apple has slowly been testing 
the waters of changing its product lines 
to use the symbol/word ‘[Product].’ It 
started with tv. Then Watch. The ‘i’ in 
things like iPhoto, i.e., now simply Photos, 
has slowly been deprecated.” 
Kheit thinks part of the move may stem 
from all the trademark problems Apple’s 
had around the world. I mean, crikey, 
your company is named after a common 
fruit after all. Thank goodness Apple 
didn’t try and change that for locales, 
otherwise we’d 
have the Pomme 
de Terre and Mela 
Macintosh in 
France and Italy 
… but Apple has 
changed the long-
standing Mac OS X 
too. I mean that’s a 
pretty descriptive 
title for an 
operating system, 
isn’t it? 
But now we have 
to get used to 

‘macOS’, which seems arbitrary to the 
extreme.

Meanwhile, Apple is changing ‘Apple 
Store’ to ‘Apple‘ and changing the job title 
names of those who work there. With 
all the gradual declines across product 
sales, the doom-predictors are gleefully 
evoking deckchairs and Titanic, although 
in reality this is more of a slightly choppier 
sea/ Apple is still very, very far away from 
icebergs.

Hey, Apple, we could all get label makers 
and put the correct labels on ourselves, 
right? Is that what you want? And is there 
an app for that?

iThis or Apple That? Apple seems set to confuse us all
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Mac OS Mail and attachmentstips&tricks

1/ What attachment? —  An email may 
have an attachment in it, but sometimes, 
annoyingly, it’s not that obvious. 
One way to see it immediately is to hold 
down the Control key on your keyboard 
and click (or Right-Click, if you have that 
set up on your mouse or trackpad) the list 
headers(i.e., usually From Subject, Date 
Received …) above your main message 
window to add an Attachments category, 
which will then show up as a little paperclip 
icon. In this list the number of attachments 
an email holds will be listed as a number.

2/ The 
hidden menu 
—  An email 
you receive 
that has an 
attachment 
in it has 
a toolbar 
that’s hidden 
(below) until 
you mouse/
trackpad-
move your 
cursor over it 
(below).
This hidden 
menu even 
has it’s own 
little Apple 
trademark 

‘Disclosure Triangle’ (circled, above) that 
shows more; in this case, an additional, 
drop-down menu. The choices you see 
when you drop this (by clicking on that 
little triangle) will differ depending on what 

type of attachments you’ve received, but 
a handy option for images, for example, 
is Export to Photos. Select that, and the 
attached pictures will drop right into your 
Photos Library.

3/ Save attachments — You could 
also use the above menu to save all the 
attachments if the email has more than 
one; it you just want to keep one of the 
attached items, click its name.

4/ Right-clicking — If you can see the 
attachment right there in the main body of 
the email, you can just right-click (or hold 
down the Control key on your keyboard and 
click) directly on the image (or whatever) 
and you’ll get a pop-out menu of options.

5/ Quick Look — You could choose Quick 
Look from the above-mentioned pop-out 
menu to see a high-definition image of 
the attachment, or play an audio or movie 
file, but why when you can just click on the 
image and tap your spacebar? It’s much 
quicker, and note this is the standard Quick 
Look shortcut you should learn anyway.

Extra — You can simply drag and drop 
visible attachments out of Mail and onto 
your Desktop, or onto the Photos icon in 
the Dock to import it that way.
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tips&tricks Take charge of  your iDevice Home button

The hardest thing you’re going to find 
about iOS 10, after 9 years of iPhones, is 
that Swipe to Unlock will be gone. In iOS 10 
you click the Home button once, and again 
to get the passcode screen. You will then 
realise how ingrained your Swipe to Unlock 
behaviour has become. But until then …

1/ Change the double-click speed — 
Double-clicking your iPhone or iPad’s Home 
key can be trickier than it sounds. If you 
aren’t fast enough with your Home key 
double-clicks (or triple-clicks), you’ll simply 
wind up back at the home screen rather 
than, say, switching apps or jumping to 
your accessibility shortcuts. Tap Settings 
> General > Accessibility > Home Button, 
then pick a speed: Default (the fastest), 
Slow, or Slowest.

2/ Set a Triple-Click behaviour — iOS has 
many interesting accessibility features: 
VoiceOver reads out anything on the 
screen; Zoom lets you zoom in or out 
on the display by pinching the screen. 
Grayscale renders all the colours on the 
display in shades of grey; and Invert Colors 
reverses all the colours on the screen, 
making for a de facto ‘dark mode’ while 
browsing in Safari. There’s also Assistive 
Touch and Switch Control, a pair of features 
for those who need help tapping and 

swiping a touchscreen.
Tap Settings>General and choose 
Accessibility, then scroll all the way down 
and tap Accessibility Shortcut. Next, tap 
the accessibility features you use the 
most — you can tap one, all, or just a few 
of them.
Now, go back to the home screen and 
triple-click the Home button. If you 
selected more than one accessibility 
shortcut, a pop-up listing all your selected 
shortcuts will appear; just tap the one you 
want. If you only selected one shortcut, 
that accessibility feature will immediately 
switch on. Triple-click the Home button 
again to turn off the accessibility option or 
to return to the shortcut menu.

3/ Summon Siri from the lock screen. Or 
not — Siri has a bad habit of appearing on 
iPhone screens when you press the Home 
button a bit too long.
If Siri keeps making unwanted appearances 
on your iPhone or iPad’s lock screen, give 
this setting a try.
You can’t change the default method of 
summoning Siri – pressing and holding 
the Home key – but you can keep her from 
appearing on your iPhone or iPad’s lock 
screen: Tap Settings>Touch ID & Passcode, 
then switch off the Siri option under the 
Allow Access When Locked setting.

4/ Do Not Disturb — A lesser-known 
feature of Do Not Disturb is that it can 
be regularly scheduled so your iPhone 
automatically switches to silent running 
during certain times of the day. You can 
set it to leave you alone overnight, for 
example, and you can define this period – 
say, between 10pm and 7am.
Go to Settings and choose Do Not Disturb. 
Here, you can manually activate DND, but 
if you look underneath that Manual button 
(left), you’ll see the scheduling feature. 
Turning on the switch will show you what’s 
currently selected; if you haven’t set this 
up previously you’ll see the ‘Quiet Hours’ 
option. This doesn’t have to be set for night 
time – you can use it for work hours or 
afternoon nap time or whatever other time 
you’d prefer your iPhone to be quiet (Lunch, 
Your afternoon heavy-work sessions, your 
commute etc.)

5/ But still allow important calls — Once 
that’s set up, you can configure the ‘Allow 
Calls’ feature and the ‘Repeated Calls’ 
feature. At the very bottom is the option 
for whether or not your phone is fully silent 
during the scheduled time or only while it’s 
locked.
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1/ Mail searches on iDevice — iOS 9 Mail 
lets you search your emails. Exit Mail by 
clicking the Home button, then swipe down 
from the centre of the screen, type in your 
search term, scroll down to find your Mail 
results, then tap ‘Search in App’ at top right 
of the Mail list.

2/ Power-search Mail on iDevice —But 
did you know iOS responds differently to 
certain key words? If you type ‘yesterday’ 
into Mail’s search field, it offers to ‘tokenize’ 
that and make it a condition of the search, 
limiting to things dated yesterday.
Once you tokenize a term, you can add 
another. Here’s the list of words you can 
‘tokenise’:
Today, Yesterday
Last day, last week, last month, last year
Attachments
Unread
Flagged
A specific month (‘July 2016’)
A specific year (‘2015’).

3/ Mail Rules in macOS Mail — The Mail 
app’s Rules on Mac let you 
specify the conditions that 
trigger actions. A rule can 
move messages from your 
inbox to another mailbox; 
highlight messages from 

tips&tricks Become a Mail maestro on Mac and iDevice

specific senders; automatically reply to or 
forward messages; and much more.
To create a rule, choose Mail>Preferences, 
then click Rules. You will see a single rule 
called News From Apple, included so you 
wouldn’t have to face a blank window the 
first time you create a rule.
Double-click this sample Rule or select it 
and click the Edit button on the right. This 
sample rule adds a blue background to any 
message from any of the addresses shown. 
To add another address, click the + (plus) 
button
To delete an address, click the – (minus) 
button on the right of every condition.

4/ Create a new rule to move new 
messages from a specific sender  to a 
specific mailbox — Click the Add Rule 
button, then add a condition to trigger the 
rule: ‘From’ is equal to [an email address of 
someone you know].
Next, specify what to do with messages 
that match either condition: For example, 
‘Move message to mailbox Urgent.’
When you click Apply, Active Rules are 

applied to currently 
selected mailboxes; if you 
click Don’t Apply, the Rule 
is saved and activated for 
future emails that meet 
the conditions, but t’s 

not applied to emails already in selected 
mailboxes. Either way, from now on, this 
rule will move messages from either of 
my editors from my inbox to the Urgent 
mailbox.
5/ Many conditions, and Rule order — 
You can specify more than a dozen different 
conditions in the dropdown menu on the 
left, and use any of the five options in 
the dropdown menu in the middle. The 
dropdown Actions menu (below all of 
your conditions) includes over a dozen 
things your rule can do once it meets your 
specified conditions.
If you have more than two rules, their order 
matters as Rules are executed sequentially 
in the order they appear in the Rules 
window (in Mail >Preferences). So the 
first rule in the list executes first, then the 
second rule, then the third, and so on.
To change the order of your rules, just click 
and drag on a rule and move it up or down 
in the list.

Extra tip — You can duplicate any rule 
by selecting it and clicking the Duplicate 
button on the right of the window. Don’t 
forget about this feature—it’s often quicker 
to duplicate and modify a rule than to 
create a new one from scratch. [These tips 
for macOS Mail came from Apple World 
Today.]
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tips&tricks Instant Alpha in Preview, the under-rated Apple app on every Mac

One of the things you can do in the 
expensive, hard-to-learn but brilliant 
Photoshop is remove backgrounds to 
the point they become transparent 
with so-called ‘clipping paths’. Without 
Photoshop, though, and some serious time 
for learning, what options do you have? 

Preview, 
the much 
underused, 
under 
appreciated 
and utterly 
wonder 
Apple app 
– it’s on 
every Mac, 
already, 

tucked away in your Applications folder – I 
always nominate this to my Dock because 
I use it a lot.

1/ Open Preview — It’s in your Mac’s 
Application folder. Click on the Markup 
button (circled, below right) to reveal the 
Instant Alpha magic-wand (below left). 
But you may not realise what those tool 
icons are (Markup is a little suitcase icon), 
so hold down the Command key on your 
keyboard, click in the grey area at the top 
of the Preview window either side of the 
title of the file, and choose Icon and Text 

to show the names of the items, as shown 
above. (This trick works in lots of Apple 
apps: choose Customise Toolbar to add 
and subtract even more options to Mail, 
Finder windows and more.)

2/ Start selecting — This next part 
requires a little bit of finesse: click and 
drag within the background of your image, 
and as you drag further, Preview will select 
more and more and will highlight it in pink 
as you go. 
Note that Preview uses colour similarity to 
determine what to select as you drag, this 
feature is ideal for removing backgrounds 
that contrast well with the central image, 
so consider that when you select a photo 
to use.

3/ Selection — Once you’re satisfied you 

have the part of the image you’d like to 
get rid of selected, let go of your mouse or 
trackpad button, and Preview selects what 
you highlighted. 
Tap the Delete key on your keyboard to 
remove the selected portion (if you’re not 
working with a file that’s already in PNG 
format, you’ll have to convert it to this 
format, but you’ll be offered that option).

4/ Another method — You can choose 
Invert Selection from the Edit menu 
to select everything except what you 
highlighted, which might be an easier way 
to get what you want. 
If you then tap Delete, Preview leaves the 
background while removing the image.

5/ While you’re looking at Preview … 
Experiment a little. That Markup button 

(circled above in red) 
revealed other tools: you 
can add squares, circles, 
speech bubbles, text and 
more to JPEGs, PDFs and 
more. 
It’s wonderful.
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tips&tricks Sound on your iPhone, Siri and you, and Low Power Mode

1/ EQ your music — iOS devices offer 
equalisation, using the same presets as 
iTunes for Mac. These are settings that let 
you cut or boost individual volumes from 
the bass end through the mids to treble. 
On your iPhone/iPad, open Settings, scroll 
down for Music, and you’ll see EQ. One of 
the most common uses is to increase bass, 
since many earbuds are deficient at the 
low end, although some headphones (ie, 
Beats) can actually be a bit heavy in low 
frequencies.

2/ Sound check compensates for the 
differences in volumes between tracks 
— If you listen to music in shuffle mode or 
in a playlist you’ve cobbled together, you 
will have noticed some songs are louder 
than others. You raise the volume when a 
soft song comes on, only to be assaulted 
when the next song’s volume is much 
higher. In iOS, you can activate Sound 
Check in Settings>Music to automatically 
compensate for these differences.
Check the box to activate Sound Check. 
iTunes automatically analyses your 
music when you add it to your library to 
determine how much adjustment to make. 
Sound Check isn’t perfect, but it can really 
help. It adjusts the volume based on the 
overall level of each track, so a track with 
a lot of soft music followed by a loud 

crescendo may end up being too loud, and 
vice versa.

3/ Volume Limit — This is how you stop 
your earbuds/headphones reaching too 
high a maximum. Adults have been known 
to turn this on got their kids’ devices to 
protect their ears.

4/ Teach Siri to recognise only you — Siri 
was spruced up in iOS 9 to provide more 
detailed and relevant answers, and has a 
few new features. The Hey Siri hands-free 
feature that debuted in iOS 8 has been 
improved so that it can do a better job 
of recognising your voice – of course it’s 
listening to everyone within earshot all 
the time.
Go to Settings>General>Siri and make 
sure Siri is turned on.
Tap the Allow ‘Hey Siri button (it turns 
green).
Siri asks you to say Hey Siri three different 
times, then say ‘Hey Siri, how’s the 
weather today?’ and finally, ‘Hey Siri, it’s 
me.’
After you’ve done this, tap the Done 
button. This works with an iPhone 6s or 
6s Plus even when they’re not connected 
to a charger. On earlier iPhones, it must 
be connected to a charger to preface a 
question with ‘Hey, Siri’.

5/ Manually enable Low Power Mode to 
maximise your iDevice’s battery life — 
You are now automatically prompted, in 
iOS 9,  to turn on Low Battery Mode once 
your iPhone reaches 20%, and again at 
10%. But if you know you have a long day 
ahead of you, you can manually enable 
Low Power Mode to maximise your 
iPhone’s uptime. Open the Settings app in 
iOS 9, then choose the new Battery parent 
menu. From here a toggle switch for Low 
Power Mode can be turned on.
Low Power Mode changes the battery 
indicator in the top right corner to yellow, 
reminding you your device is running in 
a more efficient state. Low Power Mode 
enables the Battery Percentage display in 
the upper right corner by default, and this 
cannot be turned off.
Apple’s new Low Power Mode reduces 
power consumption by turning off Mail 
fetching, background app refresh, and 
automatic downloads. In addition, some 
visual effects are reduced or disabled to 
squeeze more out of the device’s battery. 
Low Power Mode is also said to affect 
networking capabilities to boost uptime.
Benchmark tests of iOS 9 have found that 
Low Power Mode drops the processing 
power on an iDevice’s chip by about 40%. 
The result is a slower – but longer-lasting 
– experience. >>
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shiny&new AnyTune slows music down to learn ~ Scrivenor iPad word processor

Anytune music learning tool 
Anytune for Mac OS X allows musicians 
to learn to play or transcribe songs by 
slowing down the tempo, adjusting the 
pitch, repeating loops, and setting and 
sharing marks. 
Anytune for Mac
You can import music from your iTunes 
Music Library, or drag and drop a song into 
AnyTune. Browse your music collection by 
song, artist, album, or playlist and simply 
press play. AnyTune also lets you e nhance 
or suppress the instrument you want using 
the FineTouch EQ.
AnyTune requires a Mac OS X 10.98 or 
later. A demo version is available at the 
product website; you can buy the product 
for NZ$44.99 (US $29.99) at the Mac App 
Store. There’s a movie and more info at the 
AnyTune site. (I will review this shortly.)

>>

Scrivenor for iOS
Have you been looking for a ‘serious’ 
word processor for iPad? It’s finally here. 
Scrivener is known as the ‘writers’ word 
processor’ on Mac, so I was keen to see 
what the the app would be like on iPad.

This is the word processor we’ve been 
waiting for, and reflects a very careful 
and thoughtful development process. 
Scrivener feels more ‘serious’ than Pages 
for iPad and it certainly offers a lot more 
depth once you get into its gestures and 
advanced features (Scrivener for iOS 
rewards practice and use). If you have a 
hardware keyboard for your iPad, you’ll 
love this app. 
There’s a full review in on my Mac NZ site.
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